
SIRMOOR PISCATORIAL SOCIETY (SPS) 

13-15 June 2016 – River Meon 

Of course, if you were not an optimist by nature, you would never be a fisherman and certainly not a 
Sirmoori one.  So thus it was that the biblical combination of faith, hope and friendship brought the 
Sirmooris together again from Monday 13th to Wednesday 15th June at Parhazard House. Sad to say 
that this year we received a number of forced piscatorial refusals. Charlie Ward had hurt his back; John 
Urquhart’s foot was still plaguing him, Michael Willis became sick at the last moment and was AWOL, 
and William Shuttlewood was much involved in arranging a magnificent wedding for Lucie to marry 
Thomas Quicke only the Saturday before. It was also the time of the Queen’s Birthday so there were 
many distractions…. 

Nonetheless, on Monday Joanna and I met Tony Berry and Bruce Jackman for lunch at the Bakers Arms 
at Droxford. What the Guide calls ‘…..a beguiling village pub….where Adam Cordery knows what is required 
and delivers in fine fashion…’   The Sirmooris then spent the rest of the afternoon fishing the Meon, insofar 
as they could, while Joanna nobly went back to get ready for the evening. What did we catch? Well, 
hope bubbled up all afternoon. The river had only been stocked the week before with 365 x 11inch 
Brown Trout. But try as we might, nothing was showing, nothing was rising and what was worse, 
nothing was caught! Baneful things these fish! 

So we turned back to Parhazard to get ready for dinner. Joanna and Lucy Cook [Yes that really is her 
surname!] had done us splendidly and we were joined by Peter and Annie Duffell, Norman and Alison 
Corbett, Sally Berry, and Joanna’s two sisters Jackie Craig who was with the Gurkha Welfare Trust 
nearly all her working life, and Josie Cowell. So the evening went with a Sirmoor swing and the pleasant 
memory of steaks au feu de bois a Parhazard lingered well beyond the lemon sponge and strawberries! 

Next day, Tuesday after a sunny breakfast on the terrace we were ready for anything! Tony  fishing on 
Rookesbury caught a fine 2lb chub, I caught a couple of small trout on a 'Wickhams Fancy' and a 
'Butcher' (trout flies for the uninitiated!), and Christopher landed a feisty 9 inch wild Brownie. 

However, our picnic was the highlight of the day and Sally and Joanna appeared on the dot of one 
o’clock with a loaded car, that we managed to drive down to the riverside to make a pleasant interlude 
in the day.   

Picnic lunch on the banks of the Meon 

On the Wednesday, the day after everyone had gone their separate ways, David went down to the bend 
in the river by the picnic spot and caught a 12 inch stockie that had a vicious tag in its back put in by 
PSFFA so that it could be identified. 

What luck will 2017 bring us? Whatever it is we cannot wait to try again....that is optimism!
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